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ABSTRACT

The Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite

(VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB) collects global

low-light imaging data that have signi!cant
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''In this article

improvements over comparable data collected

for 40 years by the DMSP Operational Linescan

System. One of the prominent features of DNB

data is the detection of electric lighting present

on the Earth’s surface. Most of these lights are

from human settlements. VIIRS collects source

data that could be used to generate monthly

and annual science grade global radiance maps

of human settlements with electric lighting.

There are a substantial number of steps

involved in producing a product that has been

cleaned to exclude background noise, solar and

lunar contamination, data degraded by cloud

cover, and features unrelated to electric lighting

(e.g. !res, "ares, volcanoes). This article

describes the algorithms developed for the

production of high-quality global VIIRS night-

time lights. There is a broad base of science

users for VIIRS night-time lights products,

ranging from land-use scientists, urban

geographers, ecologists, carbon modellers,

astronomers, demographers, economists, and

social scientists.
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Global satellite-observed night-time lights have

emerged as one of the widely used geospatial

data products (Amaral et al. 2005; Small, Pozzi,

and Elvidge 2005; Sutton et al. 2007; Bharti et

al. 2009; Chand et al. 2009; Ghosh et al. 2010;

Oda and Maksyutov 2011; Witmer and

O’loughlin 2011; He et al. 2012; Mazor et al.

2013; Min et al. 2013; Falchi et al. 2016). These

products show the locations where arti!cial

lighting is present and a measure of the

brightness as observed from space. From 1992

to 2013, there is a consistently processed

annual time series of night-time lights

processed from low-light imaging data collected

by the US Air Force Defense Meteorological

Satellite Program (DMSP) Operational Linescan

System (OLS) (Baugh et al. 2010). The follow on

to DMSP for global low-light imaging of the

Earth at night is the Visible Infrared Imaging

Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB),

"own jointly by NASA and NOAA. The VIIRS DNB

provides several key improvements over DMSP-

OLS data, including a vast reduction in the pixel

footprint (ground instantaneous !eld of view

[GIFOV]), uniform GIFOV from nadir to edge of

scan, lower detection limits, wider dynamic

range, !ner quantization, and in-"ight

calibration (Miller et al. 2012; Elvidge et al. 2013;
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Miller et al. 2013).

The fundamental purpose of both DMSP and

VIIRS low-light imaging is to enable the

detection of clouds using moonlight instead of

sunlight as the illumination source. The

requirement for this capability comes from

meteorologists. However, a broad swath of

natural and social sciences accrues bene!ts

from the unintended ability of these systems to

detect lighting at the Earth’s surface. On a

heavily moonlit night, the DNB images look like

daytime images with clouds and Earth’s surface

features clearly visible (Figure 1(a)). The telltale

sign that the image was acquired at night is the

city lights present on the land surface. Under

new moon conditions, the outlines of clouds

and land surface features are suppressed

(Figure 1(b)). However, close inspection of

moonless night-time DNB data reveals the dim

outline of high albedo clouds and land surface

features. This remarkable capability has been

linked to nocturnal airglow (Min et al. 2013). In

addition, the DNB records several other types

of phenomena unrelated to electric lighting,

including stray light, lightning, biomass burning,

gas "ares, high energy particle (HEP) detections,

atmospheric glow surrounding bright sources,

and background noise.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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Figure 1. Full moon versus new moon VIIRS

Day/Night Band (DNB) data for the Los Angeles

region. (a) Full moon data. (b) New moon data.

To produce a night-time lights product, the low-

light imaging data need to be !ltered to exclude

low-quality data and extraneous features

through a cascading series of !ltering steps

prior to temporal averaging. The resulting

average radiance product has null values (zero)

in areas where surface lighting was not

detected. Until recently, there has not been a

night-time lights product available from VIIRS.

Display full size
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The !rst version of a VIIRS night-time lights

product is now available at

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs.html. In

this article, we describe the methods developed

by NOAA to produce DNB night-time lights.

2. Methods

The procedures for generating VIIRS night-time

lights involve a series of !ltering steps to

exclude the various styles of extraneous

features (Table 1) followed by an averaging of

the radiance values. Five styles of global grids

are generated at 15 as resolution. This grid cell

size is slightly !ner that the 742-m DNB pixel

footprints. The coverage (CVG) grid tallies the

number of observations during the year that

were free of sunlight, moonlight, straylight, and

HEP detections. The cloud-free coverage

(CF_CVG) grid tallies the number of CVG

observations that were also cloud-free. Three

varieties of DNB radiance grids are produced.

The !rst DNB grid is a raw cloud-free composite

(RCFC), with sunlit, moonlit, stray light, lightning,

HEP !ltering, and cloud !ltering. This product

contains lighting features, plus biomass

burning, aurora, gas "ares, volcanoes, and

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs.html
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background noise. The second DNB grid is an

outlier-removed cloud-free composite (ORCFC),

with biomass burning and portions of the

aurora are removed. The third DNB grid is VIIRS

Nighttime Lights (VNL), with full !ltering of all

the noted extraneous features removed except

lights from persistent gas "ares. Below is a

description of the !lters and processing steps.

2.1. Sunlit data

Sunlit data are removed by discarding pixels

having solar zenith angles less than 101°. At

solar zenith angles above 101°, the Sun is well

below the horizon and the conditions on the

ground are fully free from the e#ects of solar

illumination. Solar zenith angles are provided

for each pixel from the DNB geolocation !le. It

should be noted that eliminating sunlit data

results in high latitude black outs surrounding

the summer solstice. During these periods,

signi!cant portions of the high latitude zones

Table 1. Filter types and
thresholds used to exclude
non-lighting grid cells.

CSV Display Table

2

https://www.tandfonline.com/action/downloadTable?id=T0001&doi=10.1080%2F01431161.2017.1342050&downloadType=CSV
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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have extremely low numbers of dark night

observations. Over a full year, it is possible to

!ll these gaps and make a usable product

spanning 65°S–75°N.

2.2. Moonlit data

A lunar illumination (LI) threshold of 0.0005 lx

and below is used for screening moonlit data. LI

is calculated based on the per cent of LI, lunar

zenith, and azimuth using a model from the US

Navy (Janiczek and Deyoung 1987). The model

inputs (latitude, longitude, date, and time) are

extracted from DNB geolocation !le.

2.3. Stray light data

The VIIRS DNB radiances are contaminated by

stray light when the spacecraft is illuminated by

sunlight while observing the areas of the Earth’s

surface where the sun is under the horizon.

Stray light occurs at mid-to-high latitudes and

the a#ected zone reaches its maximum

latitudinal extent at the summer solstice. While

there is a stray light correction (Mills, Weiss,

and Liang 2013), the correction leaves residual

features that would propagate into the annual

product. To avoid inclusion of potentially

under-or-over corrected data, we exclude stray

light contaminated data from the annual

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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composites.

2.4. HEP detections

Two methods are used to !lter out HEP

detections. An initial !ltering is done using

thresholds placed on the DNB radiance and

spike height index (SHI) (Elvidge et al. 2015). SHI

is calculated in two stages. First, by computing

the relative di#erence between the pixel’s

radiance and the average of the two adjacent

pixels. This calculation is done for the two

adjacent pixels in the same scan line (or row),

and then for the two adjacent pixels in the

same sample position (or column). The !nal SHI

is the min of these two intermediate values.

Pixels with SHI values greater than .995 that

also have radiance values greater than 1000 nW

are !ltered out. This eliminates the brightest of

the HEP detections. Additional HEP detections

are !ltered out via the outlier removal

procedure described in Section 2.7.

2.5. Lightning

Because DNB data are collected 16 lines at a

time, lightning detections create a characteristic

16-line horizontal stripe. Each 16-line sweep

across the Earth is termed a scan. A method

was developed in 2014 to detect and !lter out

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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lightning (Elvidge et al. 2015). The procedure

involves calculating the relative radiance

di#erence between adjacent lines of DNB data.

The analysis is only done for pairs of lines

forming the edges of the 16-line scans. A

threshold of 10% is placed on the log-scaled

relative radiance di#erence. When the number

of adjacent pixels passing the threshold

exceeds 24, the scan segment on the higher

radiance side is labelled as lightning. This

eliminates most of the lightning from a#ecting

the composites, but some very weak lightning

can remain which is !ltered out via the outlier

removal procedure described in Section 2.7.

2.6. Cloud screening

Clouds tend to obscure and scatter the

radiance from lighting. Opaque clouds can fully

block the observation of lighting. Thinner

clouds reduce the observed radiance and

scatter the light, creating a fuzzy appearance.

We use the VIIRS cloud mask (VCM) (Godin and

Vicente 2015) to screen out pixels deemed to

be clouds. Kopp et al. (2014) analysed the

accuracy of the VCM and report that the night-

time VCM has an 86.4% accuracy, with 4.4%

false alarms and 7.3% missed clouds.

2.7. Outlier removal

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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The primary purpose of the outlier removal is

to exclude pixels with biomass burning, which

are expressed as anomalously high radiance

pixels but occur infrequently over an entire

year. The high side outlier removal has the

additional bene!t of !ltering out some of the

aurora a#ected pixels. Filtering out the low

radiance outliers has a more subtle e#ect on

the average, by !ltering out observations that

may be a#ected by clouds (errors in the cloud

mask) or power outages.

We adapted the outlier removal algorithm

developed for DMSP-OLS night-time lights

(Baugh et al. 2010) to work on the DNB data.

The outlier removal is conducted on histograms

generated for each of the 15 as grid cells in the

composite. Due to the large dynamic range of

the DNB, a logarithmic scaling is done on the

radiance values used in the RCFC to transform

the individual pixel radiances from nW to log-

scaled radiance (LSR) values ranging from 0 to

255. First, a constant of 2 is added to the DNB

values so that the logarithm is not applied to

negative numbers. LSR values greater than 255

are forced to 255.

The outlier removal algorithm excludes pixels

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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one at a time from the high and low end of the

histogram. After each removal, the standard

deviation is recomputed and compared to the

standard deviation before that pixel removal.

The outlier removal stops when the standard

deviation stabilizes by changing either less than

1%, or by 0.075 (Figure 2). Following outlier

removal, the LSRs for the remaining pixels are

averaged to generate a log-scaled ORCFC.

Figure 2. Outlier removal is applied to each

15 as grid cell. This histogram of 2015 data is

for the grid cell at (10.43125 N, 1.31875 W) in

Ghana, Africa.

2.8. Defining the local background

Background is the residual radiance in areas

that lack detectable surface lighting. In general,

background radiances are quite small, with the

vast majority under 1 nW. However, there are

su$cient variations in background that it is

impossible to set a single threshold to separate

lights from background. There is also a

noticeable rise in background, termed glow,

that surrounds large cities and gas "ares.

Display full size

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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We developed a three-step process for de!ning

local background. In the !rst step, we use an

image texture measure known as data range.

The data range is a convolution !lter, calculated

for each grid cell using a kernel size of 3, or the

three-by-three block of surrounding cells. The

data range for the centre pixel is calculated as

the maximum LSR minus the minimum in the

kernel. An example, covering a portion of

Myanmar is shown in Figure 3(a,b). The initial

pixel set for use in de!ning the background

pixel set is selected using the data range and

CF_CVG grids. The data range threshold rises as

CF_CVGs decline (Figure 4) to accommodate the

higher variability present in regions having low

numbers of CF_CVGs. The data range is low in

areas with no surface lighting.

Figure 3. Two key grids used to de!ne

background pixel sets: (a) Data range calculated

using a 3 × 3 kernel. Background areas have

low data ranges; (b) lambda1 is used to de!ne

small dim lighting features over land that are

excluded from the background pixel set.

Figure 4. The threshold used to select the initial

Display full size

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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background pixel set rises as the number of

cloud-free observations decreases. Thresholds

are log-scaled radiance values.

From this initial background pixel set, we

remove remaining small faint light sources on

land based on a concavity measure known as

lambda1. Lambda1 is computed from the log-

scaled ORCFC image and is the smallest

magnitude eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix

(Frangi et al. 1998; Lindeberg 1998). Lambda1

will be negative in areas where the log-scaled

ORCFC image is concave down, which occurs in

the centre of small lighting features. Lambda 1

values less than −0.55 were removed from the

background pixel set over land only (Figure 3).

The result is a global grid of background

radiances with null values (zeros) in grid cells

with lighting or adjacent to lighting (Figure 5(a)).

We refer to this pixel set as the background

seeds. The third step is to !ll the null values

with the radiance of the nearest background

grid cell (Figure 5(b)).

Figure 5. The !nal steps in de!ning the

background: (a) After de!ning the seeds

Display full size

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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background pixel set, the average radiances are

restored from the outlier-removed cloud-free

composite, leaving zeros in the areas with data

ranges that are above the selection threshold

or lambda1 values over land less than −0.55; (b)

the holes are !lled using the radiance from the

nearest background pixel. Note that the e#ects

of glow surrounding bright lights can be seen in

both the seeds grid and the background grid.

The seeds grid contains part of the glow

adjacent to bright lighting. The glow pixels are

subsequently propagated to !ll the holes in the

background grid.

2.9. Defining areas with surface
lighting

The next step is to de!ne areas with surface

lighting by subtracting the ORCFC LSR and the

log-scaled background radiance. A delta of 0.8

is added to the background to trim o# some of

the glow that surrounds lighting. This threshold

was derived empirically based on visual

inspection of di#erence values in the glow

surrounding large cities where no indication of

surface lighting was evident. Positive values in

Display full size

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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the di#erence image indicate the presence of

surface lighting.

2.10. Manual editing

After subtracting the background radiance from

the ORCFC, several types of non-lighting

features are set to zero using hand drawn

masks. This includes grid cells a#ected by

aurora, high mountain tops, volcanoes, and grid

cells surrounding extremely low CF_CVG zones,

with numbers of cloud-free observations less

than 2.

2.11. Restoring the radiance values

The di#erence image created by subtracting the

local background works quite well for

identifying areas with surface lighting. However,

close inspection reveals that the boundaries

between regions !lled by di#erent seed

radiances propagate into the di#erence. While

we are interested to develop a radiance

product with a background correction, the

current method of !lling the holes in the seeds

image will need to be improved for this. For this

reason, the ORCFC radiance is restored for all

grid cells determined to have surface lighting to

produce the night-time lights product (VNL).

2.12. Identification of gas flares
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Ideally, gas "ares and the glow surrounding gas

"ares would be !ltered out of the night-time

lights product leaving only electric lighting

sources. While small gas "ares have no obvious

glow, large gas "ares have spatially extensive

glow which starts out with high radiance values

and declines with distance out from the source.

An algorithm for !ltering out the glow

surrounding gas "ares is under development.

In the meantime, a gas "aring vector set is

available, with more than 12,000 "aring sites

identi!ed in 2015. The identi!cation of "aring

sites is based on annual composites of VIIRS

night!re (Elvidge et al. 2016) temperatures and

detection frequencies. Flaring sites are

indicated for grid cells with average

temperature exceeding 1200 K and per cent

detection frequencies of 1% or more.

3. Results

A total of !ve global grids are produced as a

VIIRS night-time lights suite. The global grids

are huge, 86,400 grid cells wide and 33,600

high. This exceeds the size limitation for the

standard geoti# format, so the global grids are

cut into six tiles. The !rst grid tallies the

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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number of usable CVGs or observations that

pass through the primary !ltering to remove

pixels contaminated by sunlight, moonlight,

stray light, lightning, and HEP (Figure 6). The

histogram (Figure 7) of the CVG image shows

that 0.003% of grid cells have zero CVGs and

97% of the grids cells have more than 100 CVGs

in 2015. The histogram shows a series of peaks

and troughs that appear to be latitude related

variations in the usable CVGs.

Figure 6. Grid tallying the number of usable

coverages (CVG) for 2015. The tally includes

pixels that passed !ltering steps for sunlight,

moonlight, stray light, and HEP detections.

Figure 7. Histogram of coverage tallies for 2015.

The second grid, referred to as CF_CVG, tallies

the number of CVG pixels that passed the cloud

!lter (Figure 8). The histogram of the CF-CVG

grid (Figure 9) indicates that 99% of grid cells

had 20 or more CF_CVGs and only 0.003% had

zero CF_CVGs. This indicates that outside of a

Display full size
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few low CVG areas, the vast majority of areas

have su$cient numbers of cloud-free

observations to generate a high-quality night-

time lights product.

Figure 8. Grid tallying the number of cloud-free

coverages (CF_CVG) for 2015. The tally includes

the CVG pixels minus those pixels deemed to

be cloudy by the VIIRS cloud mask.

Figure 9. Histogram of the cloud-free coverages

for 2015.

Visual inspection indicates that the overall

background rises as latitude increases. This was

also the case for the DMSP night-time lights.

Figure 10 shows the average background

radiance as a function of latitude. The average

background varies from −0.05 to 1.075 nW, a

range of approximately 1 nW. The background

is lowest between 50°S and 50°N, with average

radiances under 0.2 nW. The average

background radiance drops slightly below zero

between 10°S and 50°S latitude. This is

Display full size

Display full size
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attributed to the use of northern hemisphere

dark night ocean data in establishing the dark

current level for night-time DNB calibration.

The background then rises in two stages from

51° to 65°S, probably due to the in"uence of

the aurora Australis. The background rises

rapidly from 50°N to 70°N and then drops at

about the same rate out to 75°N. The rise and

fall of the background north of 50° is believed

to be a re"ection of auroral activity.

Figure 10. Average background radiance as a

function of latitude for 2015.

Three varieties of annual VIIRS DNB cloud-free

composites were produced for 2015. Examples

of the three are shown in Figures 11(a–c). The

!rst is the RCFC, which retains biomass burning,

aurora, and background. The second is the

ORCFC, with biomass burning and portions of

the aurora !ltered out. The third composite,

night-time lights (VNL), is generated by

removing background from the ORCFC. The

data for the three are "oating point values and

the units are average radiances in nW cm  sr .

Figure 11. Three styles of VIIRS DNB average

Display full size
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radiance grids were produced for 2015: (a) the

raw cloud-free composite (RCFC), which has

lights, biomass burning, and aurora present; (b)

the outlier-removed cloud-free composite

(ORCFC) that has been !ltered to remove !res

and some aurora; (c) night-time lights (VNL)

with the background and all extraneous

features removed except gas "aring.

Figure 12 shows a log-scaled histogram of the

distribution of radiance present in the VIIRS

night-time lights. The histogram peaks at

1.4 nW with more than 1.3 million grid cells per

bin. The numbers fall o# rapidly as radiance

increases and at the extreme high end, the

numbers of grid cells per bin drop to single

digits. Above 13,000 nW, the number of grid

cells per bin is under 10, and above 22,000 nW,

there are one or two grid cells per bin. Las

Vegas, Nevada peaks out at 2800 nW, leaving

1475 grid cells brighter than Las Vegas. It is

believed that the majority of these are gas

"ares. Below 1.4 nW, the number of grid cells

per bin also drops precipitously to 14,000 grid

cells at 1 nW. This decline is likely an expression

of the VIIRS DNB detection limits.
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Figure 12. Histogram of the 2015 VIIRS night-

time lights. There are vastly larger numbers of

low radiance grid cells versus high radiance

cells.

We wanted to determine whether population

centres were being removed from the VNL

product as a result of outlier and background

removal. Our procedures intentionally seek to

remove biomass burning and the glow that

surrounds urban centres. To investigate the

e#ectiveness of the outlier and background

removal, we extracted Landscan 2015 (Bright,

Rose, and Urban 2016) population counts for

three varieties of background. Australia was

selected for the analysis because it has annual

biomass burning and vast areas having scant

population.

The !rst background set consists of the grid

cells where the average of high end outliers

was 5 nW or greater. These are grid cells with

biomass burning activity. The remaining

background grid cells were divided into two

classes using a radiance threshold of 0.1 nW.

Those background grid cells with radiance

Display full size
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0.1 nW or higher are concentrated around

lighting features, indicating that these are

associated with atmospheric scatter, commonly

referred to as glow. The third background class

is the largest in terms of grid cell numbers,

representing normal background largely free of

biomass burning and glow.

Figure 13 shows the results from the Landscan

analysis, with Landscan population count on

the x axis and grid cell count on the y axis. Note

that a log scale is used on the y axis to

accommodate the wide range of values. The

large data cloud is from the VNL product,

showing population counts where lighting was

detected. The curves on the left are the !t lines

for the three varieties of background: outlier

removed, glow, and normal background. The

triangle marks the grid cell counts for normal

background having population count of zero.

This group represents 98.7% of the normal

background. The outlier removed grid cells had

the lowest population counts of the three

varieties of background and the glow has only a

slight increase in population count when

compared to the normal background. These

results indicate that the outlier removal process

is not removing population centres from the

night-time lights product. Similarly, the glow
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assigned to background falls outside of

population centres and is nearly identical to the

normal background lacking glow. Our

conclusion is that the outlier, glow, and

background removal are working as intended.

Figure 13. Comparison of Landscan population

counts from four sets of grid cells in Australia.

The data points are from the VIIRS night-time

lights. The three trend lines show results from

three varieties of background. ORM refers to

grid cells where the average of high end

outliers was 5 nW or more. GLOW are

background grid cells where the average

radiance was 0.1 nW and higher, BKG is the

remainder of the background grid cells after

removal of ORM and GLOW.

4. Discussion

The VNL product indicates the locations and

brightness of human settlements, from large

cities down to small towns and many exurban

housing clusters. Many bright linear road

features propagate into the VNL product, but
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dimmer road features are frequently missed.

There is a narrow ring of grid cells surrounding

each feature that probably has no detectable

surface lighting but exceeds the data range

threshold used to select the local background.

The quality of the VIIRS night-time lights

product banks on two principals. The !rst is

that the quality of the data product can be

improved by excluding data featuring signal

from phenomena other than electric lighting.

This includes sunlit, moonlit, and cloudy pixels.

The other principal that enhances the quality of

the product is the ‘power of the mean.’ That is

to say, the stability of the average night-time

lights radiance improves through the inclusion

of larger numbers of observations. For

example, there are scan angle e#ects on the

brightness of lights. These e#ects tend to

cancel out through the averaging of radiances

from all available scan angles. Another example

is the seasonal e#ects on the observed

radiances, which tends to cancel out through

the inclusion of observations across multiple

seasons.

The night-time VCM is rated to have a global

cloud omission rate of 7.3% (Kopp et al. 2014).

Thus, the cloud-free composite is corrupted by

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01431161.2017.1342050#
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the inclusion of approximately 7% cloudy

observations that are incorrectly marked as

clear. Opaque clouds will block the detection of

lights at the Earth’s surface. Thinner clouds will

reduce the observed radiance and blur the

spatial features. It appears that the outlier

removal process works to remove pixels whose

radiances have dimmed as a result of

undetected clouds. For those cloud impacted

pixels which pass through the outlier removal,

the product again banks on the ‘power of the

mean’ to arrive at a stable average through the

inclusion of large numbers of observations.

The 2015 VNL product can be analysed to

identify the brightest spot on Earth. This is

often thought to be Las Vegas, Nevada, home

of extraordinary casino lighting, including the

273,000 W sky beacon shining up from the

Luxor hotel casino. Indeed, the brightest spot in

Las Vegas has an average radiance of 2800 nW,

marking it as the brightest urban area in the

world. However, the Las Vegas radiance is

dwarfed by the average radiance recorded at

many gas "ares. Close inspection reveals the

brightest spot on Earth to be a gas "are in

Venezuela, tipping out at 97,892 nW.

Worldwide, large gas "ares clearly exceed the

brightness of human settlements. While most
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electric lights have shielding and adhere to local

regulations on lighting intensity, gas "ares are

under no such constraints and represent the

worst o#enders to dark skies. Figure 14 shows

the glow extending around the bright gas "ares

in Venezuela.

Figure 14. Glow surrounding the brightest

cluster of gas "ares in 2015, located near

Madrid, Venezuela. The red spots indicate

average radiances over 10,000 nW cm  sr .

These are the gas "are locations.

5. Conclusion

Satellite-observed global night-time lights

indicate locations and brightness of light that

escapes to space. Only specialized low-light

imaging sensors are capable of acquiring the

source data for night-time lights. Having mid-to-

longwave infrared data collected

simultaneously is an important asset, enabling

cloud screening. For global product generation,

there needs to be dozens of observations per

year to have su$cient observations to !lter out

−2 −1
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extraneous features unrelated to surface

lighting. From the mid-1970s to 2011, the only

instrument meeting these criteria was the US

Air Force DMSP OLS, which collected a

complete set of night-time images of the Earth

every 24 h. NOAA made a time series of annual

global night-time lights product with OLS data

spanning 1992–2013. While the OLS products

have been widely utilized by scientists and

economists, the OLS data have several "aws,

including a dynamic range limited by six-bit

quantization, coarse spatial resolution, and no

in-"ight calibration. Under normal operating

conditions, the OLS saturates on bright urban

cores. In 2011, NASA and NOAA launched the

SNPP satellite, carrying the VIIRS, which collects

low-light imaging data with 14 bit quantization,

lower detection limits, wider dynamic range

and 45 times smaller pixel footprints when

compared to the OLS. As with the OLS, VIIRS

collects a complete set of night-time images of

the Earth every 24 h. In this article, we have

outlined the basic set of steps involved in

making an annual night-time lights product

from VIIRS data.

Any instrument that has detection limits low

enough to detect electric lighting present at the

Earth’s surface will also detect a set of
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phenomena that are unrelated to surface

lighting, including traces of re"ected sunlight,

stray light, lightning, aurora, biomass burning,

and HEPs. Under moonlit conditions, the array

of extraneous features expands to clouds,

snow, and lunar glint. To make a research

quality night-time lights product from VIIRS

data requires a cascading series of !ltering

steps to strip out data contaminated by

extraneous features prior to temporal

averaging. This !ltering is essential to

producing a highly uniform standardized night-

time lights product. Solar zenith angle

thresholds are used to !lter out sunlit and stray

light contaminated data. The satellite zenith

angle for each pixel is provided in the VIIRS

geolocation !le. A lunar illuminance threshold

is used to !lter out moonlit data. We developed

specialized algorithms to identify and exclude

pixels contaminated by lightning and HEP

detections. More than a decade ago, we

developed an outlier removal algorithm to !lter

!res from OLS composites. This was revised to

work with VIIRS data and e#ectively removes

biomass burning and other temporal lights to

produce an ORCFC. With the OLS data,

background was identi!ed with manually

drawn vectors. For VIIRS, we developed a set of
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procedures to identify background pixel sets

based on low data range (maximum minus

minimum) and lack of expression for dim

human settlements. The result is a grid of

background seed radiances where areas with

or adjacent to surface lighting have null (zero)

values. The surface lighting holes are !lled with

the radiance of the nearest seed radiance. A

delta is applied to the background to reduce

false detections of surface lighting in areas

having low numbers of cloud-free observations.

Grid cells with positive radiances following the

subtraction of the background (plus delta) from

the ORCFC are deemed to have surface lighting

present. The night-time lights product reports

the ORCFC average radiance for the grid cells

deemed to have surface lighting.

The current VNL product represents a major

advance over the previous monthly DNB RCFCs.

In addition to electric lighting, the RCFC

products record lighting from biomass burning,

aurora, and high albedo surfaces such as high-

altitude mountain tops. In addition, the

monthly products invariably have data outages

in heavily clouded areas and at high latitudes in

the months surrounding the summer solstice.

These e#ects have been fully removed from the

2015 VIIRS night-time lights product.
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The primary remaining sets of features that are

unrelated to electric lighting are gas "ares,

which for large "ares create vast quantities of

glow surrounding the "are sites. Gas "ares are

at the top of the list in terms of the brightest

spots on Earth. For arti!cial sky brightness

studies, the inclusion of the gas "ares and

surrounding glow is of great value. However,

for urban studies, the "ares and glow are

distractions. We provide a 2015 gas "are vector

set as a guide to researchers.

There are several reasons for processing night-

time lights using full years of data. Global night-

time lights products require data from winter

seasons to obtain usable CVGs at mid-to-high

latitudes. Processing a full year of data ensures

that the winter seasons are covered for both

northern and southern hemispheres.

Observations obtained during the dry season

are particularly valuable for night-time lights.

Dry seasons typically occur over several

months, but the speci!c months are variable.

Inclusion of a full year of data helps ensure that

the local dry season is covered. Having large

numbers of cloud-free observations is key to

successful outlier removal, key to removal of

biomass burning. All of these reasons point

towards annual increments for the production
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of research quality night-time lights.

Future plans for improvement of the VNL grids

include algorithm development to better !lter

out the glow surround "ares and large cities.

Research is ongoing on methods for extraction

of dimly lit roadways that can be observed

visually but are lost in the !nal step going from

ORCFC to VNL. Other areas for improvement of

the product include a background subtraction

and an atmospheric correction.
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